Enercon Corona Treating Systems

XL Series

Narrow Web Treaters

If you are looking for XL-lence in narrow web corona treatment -- look no further. Enercon’s
new XL Series narrow web corona treating system combines the best features of our proven
TL Series treater with some remarkable improvements:
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FAST THREAD-UP
Counter-balanced gas spring
makes set-up and routine
maintenance easy.

SMALLER BY DESIGN:
Saves considerable space to
fit virtually all narrow web
presses. Total cubic size 26 5/8”
has been reduced 20%.

EASY MAINTENANCE:

26”
A
Model No.
XL11PV-100/10
XL11PV-100/14
XL11PV-100/18

“A” Dimension
16” (41 cm)
20” (51 cm)
24” (61 cm)

Treat Width
10” (25 cm)
14” (36 cm)
18” (46 cm)

Unique hinged and slip-off electrode cartridges are easily removed
making station cleaning and maintenance a breeze. No tools, disassembly, realignment or air gap
adjustment required.

OZONE REMOVAL:
Ducting for ozone exhaust has been
relocated to preserve prime operator
work space while insuring an ozone
safe work area. Optional ozone
destruct unit available.

POWER SUPPLY IN A DRAWER:

INCREASED TREATING POWER:

OPTIONAL WATT DENSITY CONTROL:

A unique new system design allows
stations with only one electrode
assembly to do the job that previously
required two, resulting in an overall
design that delivers 40+% more treat
power while requiring 20% less space
for positioning and mounting.

Set a precise treatment level in seconds for
automatic, consistent treatment control.

The power supply is built right into
the station. This eliminates the
need to locate, mount and wire
the power supply in a remote
location.

(8 1/2”H x 10 1/4”W x 4 1/4”D)
(22 cm H x 26 cm W x 11 cm D)

COMPLETE ELECTRICAL SAFETY:

REMOTE CONTROL:

Electrical interlock has been added to
indicate “out of position” electrode,
increasing operator safety.

All operator controls are
contained in a separate control
panel which can be located
for operator convenience.

The new XL narrow web corona treating system from
Enercon represents a great leap forward. Designed for high
powered performance with user friendliness in mind, priced
right, and easy to install, the new XL treating system from
Enercon is today’s best choice for narrow web converters.
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(4 3/8”H x 12 3/8”W x 3 1/2”D)
(11 cm H x 31 cm W x 9 cm D)
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